[Randomized controlled trial of modified banxia houpo decoction in treating functional dyspepsia patients with psychological factors].
To observe the therapeutic effect of Modified Banxia Houpo Decoction (MBHD) in treating patients with functional dyspepsia (FD) accompanied with psychological factors, and to compare it with Domperidone, Neurostan, and Domperidone + Neurostan. Recruited were 89 FD patients accompanied with anxiety and/or depression, who were randomly assigned to four groups, i.e., the MBHD group (23 cases), the Domperidone group (22 cases), the Neurostan group (22 cases), and the Domperidone + Neurostan group (22 cases). Corresponding medication lasted for4 weeks. The psychological scoring was performed using Hamilton Depression Scale (HAMD) and Hamilton Anxiety Scale (HAMA). The improvement rate of FD symptoms, the ratios of FD symptoms scoring <2, and the improvement rate of FD symptoms >50% were calculated by the scoring of FD symptoms. The gastric emptying rates of patients in each group were compared using the examinations of gastric emptying. There was no statistical difference in pre-treatment HAMD, HAMA, FD symptoms scoring, and the gastric emptying rate among the 4 groups (P >0.05). The psychological scoring and FD symptoms scoring significantly decreased in the 4 groups except the Domperidone group after 4-week treatment (P<0.01, P <0.05). The psychological scoring and FD symptoms scoring were obviously lower in the MBHD group than in the Domperidone group (P <0.05). The improvement rate of FD symptoms, the ratios of FD symptoms scoring <2, and the improvement rate of FD symptoms >50% were the highest in the Domperidone + Neurostan group, followed by the MBHD group, and then the Domperidone group. After treatment the gastric emptying rate obviously increased in each treatment group when compared with before treatment in the same group (P <0. 01), and there was no statistical difference among these groups after treatment. MBHD had certain therapeutic effects on FD patients accompanied with psychological factors. Its effect was associated with gastric emptying. Besides, its improvement of the psychological state and symptoms was superior to that of Domperidone.